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“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up,
and lift your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh” - Luke 21:28

THE EU SUPERSTATE
Britain votes to leave
EU, Cameron quits
as markets dive

June 24, 2016 -- Reuters reports:
“Britain voted to leave the European
Union, forcing the resignation of Prime
Minister David Cameron and dealing
the biggest blow to the European project
of greater unity since World War Two.
Global financial markets plunged
on Friday as results from a referendum
showed a near 52 - 48 percent split for
leaving a bloc that Britain joined more
than 40 years ago.
The pound fell as much as 10
percent against the dollar to touch
levels last seen in 1985, on fears the
decision could hit investment in the
world’s fifth-largest economy, threaten
London’s role as a global financial
capital and usher in months of political
uncertainty.
World stocks headed for one of the
biggest slumps on record, and billions
of dollars were wiped off the value
of European companies. Britain’s big
banks took a $130 billion battering,
with Lloyds (LLOY.L) and Barclays
(BARC.L) falling as much as 30 percent
at the opening of trade. [MKTS/GLOB]
The United Kingdom itself could
now break apart, with the leader of
Scotland – where nearly two-thirds of

voters wanted to stay in the EU – saying
a new referendum on independence
from the rest of Britain was ‘highly
likely’…” (For years I believed that
when Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Luxemburg became the beginning
of the ten toes of Daniel’s image in
Daniel 2:41, 42, and 44, plus chapter
seven and the ten horns of Revelation
13:1, that this was the beginning of
the New World Order, especially
when England joined and then
Greece as number 10 in 1981. Then
after it grows to multiplied nations,
members will cast out three of the
original members and morph into
a 10 Division World Empire. Once
that occurs, it definitely means the
global government of the Antichrist
has arrived which Christ destroys
at His return to set up His global
kingdom upon earth.)

Kremlin gets flashback
of Soviet collapse in
Brexit fallout
June 27, 2016 -- Bloomberg.com
reports: “The upheaval in the U.K.
after its Brexit referendum in favor
of leaving the European Union has
similarities to the 1991 collapse of the
Soviet Union, according to Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s spokesman.

While it’s ‘unreasonable to draw
direct parallels,’ it’s obvious that the
U.K. is going through a ‘turbulent,
confusing and unpredictable period,’
Dmitry Peskov told reporters on a
conference call Monday. Russia ‘has
gone through the collapse of the Soviet
Union and many generations clearly
remember the period of the Soviet
collapse, that period of uncertainty.’…”
(President Putin wants to restore the
glory and power of the past Soviet
Union and will lead in a global World
War III to try to restore its former
hour of glory – Ezekiel 38:1-6 – but
it fails – Ezekiel 39:1-5.)

EU foreign affairs chief:
Europe needs an EU army
June 27, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “Soon after Britain voted to
leave the European Union (EU), its
foreign affairs chief, Elmar Brok, urged
the economic and political bloc to go
ahead with plans to create an army.
T he Ger man politician told
Die Welt that EU countries need to
cooperate more closely on issues of
defense, and suggested the EU needs a
military headquarters. He said:
‘We need a common (military)
headquarters and a coalition (of EU
countries) acting in accordance with
See EU Superstate Continued on Page 2
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the permanent structural cooperation
of the EU Treaty. From such a group
an EU army could eventually arise.’…”
(Europe will have its powerful EU
army which defeats the Russian,
Chinese, Islamic armies, used by
Christ as He returns to destroy
Israel’s enemies and sets up His
eternal kingdom upon earth. First
for one thousand years – Revelation
20:4 – and then forever – Isaiah 45:17;
Ephesians 3:21. See the next two
reports.)

European SUPERSTATE to be
unveiled: EU nations ‘to be
morphed into one’ post-Brexit
June 28, 2016 -- Express.co.uk
reports: “European political chiefs
are to take advantage of Brexit by
unveiling their long-held plan to morph
the continent’s countries into one
GIANT SUPERSTATE, it has emerged
yesterday.
The foreign ministers of France and
Germany are due to reveal a blueprint
to effectively do away with individual
member states in what is being described
as an ‘ultimatum’.
Under the radical proposals EU

countries will lose the right to have their
own army, criminal law, taxation system
or central bank, with all those powers
being transferred to Brussels.
Controversially, member states
would also lose what few controls
they have left over their own borders,
including the procedure for admitting
and relocating refugees…” (There are
now plans to divide the world into a
10 division empire:
• America, Canada and Mexico
• South America
• Australia and New Zealand
• Western Europe
• Eastern Europe
• Japan
• South Asia
• Central Asia
• North Africa and Middle East
• The Remainder of Africa
See the next report.)

Just days after Brexit, EU
releases plan for further
expansion, an EU army,
AND Turkish membership
June 30, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “The European Union (EU)

is going through an ‘existential crisis’
that can only be solved through more
military integration, Turkish accession
and the creation of a ‘true union’, EU
chiefs have said.
In a document on the political
union’s foreign policy objectives in light
of the UK’s vote to leave, EU officials
call for a ‘stronger Europe’ that draws on
‘the combined weight of a true union’.
EU foreign policy chief Federica
Mogherini points out in the foreword
that ‘the European Union currently
deploys seventeen military and civilian
operations, with thousands of men and
women serving under the European flag
for peace and security’ before calling for
further integration.
The document adds that the
EU needs ‘full spectr um defense
capabilities’, and although it claims
members states will ‘remain sovereign’
in decisions of defense, it goes on to say:
‘To acquire and maintain many of these
capabilities, defense cooperation must
become the norm.’…”

THE KINGS OF THE EAST
For first time, U.S.
sanctions Kim Jong Un for
human rights abuses

July 7, 2016 -- Voice of America
News reports: “For the first time, the
United States has put North Korea’s
leader on the U.S. sanctions list for
human rights abuses.
Kim Jong Un is among nearly twodozen entities and individuals placed on
Washington’s blacklist for their role in
serious human rights violations, hunting
down defectors or censorship in North
Korea.
‘We have identified 23 individuals
and entities in our report, one of those
individuals is Kim Jong Un, we have
made the judgment that he is rather
plainly, ultimately responsible for the

actions of his regime including its
repressive policies toward his own
people,’ a senior U.S. official announced
Wednesday.
Acting Under Secretary of Treasury
Adam Szubin said, ‘Under Kim Jong
Un, North Korea continues to inflict
intolerable cruelty and hardship on
millions of its own people, including
extrajudicial killings, forced labor, and
torture.’…” (This ungodly monster is
one of the brute beasts of Jude 1:10 and
is predicted to appear as Armageddon
approaches in Revelation 16:16.
II Timothy 3:13 warns that “evil men
and seducers shall wax worse and
worse, deceiving, and being deceived.”
The next report tells what this brutal
human being, or shall I be honest
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and mention him as a demonically
controlled human who will end up
in hell eternally – “Then shall he say
also unto them on the left hand, Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting
fire, prepared for the devil and his
angels:” – Matthew 25:41.  Could this
brute beast be the world’s terrorist
and butcher?)

North Korea: U.S. sanctions on
Kim a ‘declaration of war’

July 8, 2016 -- Voice of America
News reports: “North Korea said
Thursday that the most recent U.S.
sanctions imposed on its leader, Kim
Jong Un, amounted to a ‘declaration of
war’ and vowed to take strong retaliatory
measures against ‘the worst-ever hostile
act.’
See Kings of the East on Page 3
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On Wednesday, the U.S. blacklisted
Kim, along with 10 other people and five
government ministries and departments,
for the first time over human rights
abuses.
‘Under Kim Jong Un, North Korea
continues to inflict intolerable cruelty
and hardship on millions of its own
people, including extrajudicial killings,
forced labor and torture,’ Adam Szubin,
the U.S. Department of Treasury’s
acting undersecretary for terrorism
and financial intelligence, said in a
statement…” (This brutal monster will
pay dearly for the murder and deaths
of hundreds, even thousands, God
warns this godless villian: “…if thy
hand offend thee, cut it off: it is better
for thee to enter into life maimed, than
having two hands to go into hell, into
the fire that never shall be quenched:
Where their worm dieth not, and the
fire is not quenched” –Mark 9:43 – 44.  
See the next report.)

North Korea: We won’t
abandon nukes with
U.S. gun to our head
June 25, 2016 -- Voice of America
News reports: “The top North Korean
official for U.S. relations told The
Associated Press on Friday that his
country is now a nuclear threat to be
reckoned with, and Washington can
expect more nuclear tests and missile
launches like the ones earlier this
week as long as it attempts to force his
government’s collapse through a policy
of pressure and punishment.
‘It’s the United States that caused
this issue,” Han Song Ryol, directorgeneral of the department of U.S. affairs
at North Korea’s Foreign Ministry, said
in his first interview with an American
news organization since assuming the
post three years ago. ‘They have to stop
their military threats, sanctions and
economic pressure. Without doing so,
it’s like they are telling us to reconcile
while they are putting a gun to our
forehead.”
Han defended the North’s testlaunching on Wednesday of two

medium-range ballistic missiles.
Foreign military experts believe that,
once perfected, such missiles could
deliver nuclear warheads to U.S.
bases in Japan and possibly to major
U.S. military installations as far away
as the Pacific island of Guam, where
long-range U.S. Air Force bombers are
deployed…” (The bloody dictator of
North Korea doesn’t have to worry
about the U.S.A., it’s the Almighty
God who deals with these demonically
controlled ungodly sinners – “For,
behold, the day cometh, that shall
burn as an oven; and all the proud,
yea, and all that do wickedly, shall
be stubble: and the day that cometh
shall burn them up, saith the Lord of
hosts…” – Malachi 4:1.  See the next
two reports.)

North Korea vows to turn
South into ‘sea of fire’
July 11, 2016 -- SkyNews.com
reports: “North Korea has said it will
turn the South into a “pile of ashes” after
moves by the U.S. and Seoul to deploy a
missile defense system on the peninsula.
Pyongyang said it would make
a “physical response” following the
deployment of the advanced THAAD
missile defense system.
The U.S. and South Korea said
the anti-missile system will be used to
counter North Korea’s growing nuclear
and ballistic missile capabilities.
The announcement was the latest
move by the allies against the North,
which conducted its fourth nuclear test
this year…”

South Korea, U.S. to deploy
THAAD missile defense,
drawing China rebuke
July 8, 2016 -- Reuters reports:
“South Korea and the United States said
on Friday they will deploy an advanced
missile defense system in South Korea
to counter a threat from North Korea,
drawing sharp and swift protest from
neighboring China.
The Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD) anti-missile system
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will be used only as protection against
North Korea’s growing nuclear and
ballistic missile capabilities, the South’s
Defense Ministry and the U.S. Defense
Department said in a joint statement.
Beijing said on Friday it lodged
complaints with the U.S. and South
Korean ambassadors over the THAAD
decision.
China said the system would
destabilize the security balance in the
region without achieving anything to
end the North’s nuclear program. China
is North Korea’s main ally but opposes
its pursuit of nuclear weapons and
backed the latest U.N. sanctions against
Pyongyang in March.
‘China strongly urges the United
States and South Korea to stop the
deployment process of the THAAD
anti-missile system, not take any steps
to complicate the regional situation and
do nothing to harm China’s strategic
security interests,’ the foreign ministry
said in a statement…”

China protests over
U.S. deploying missile
system in South Korea
July 11, 2016 -- SpaceDaily.com
reports: “China lodged protests with
U.S. and South Korean ambassadors
Friday over their countries’ decision
to deploy an American missile defense
system to counter threats from North
Korea, a move Beijing said would
damage regional security.
The deployment of the THAAD
(Terminal High Altitude Area Defense)
system announced by Washington
and Seoul would ‘severely undermine
regional strategic security and disrupt
the strategic balance,’ foreign ministry
spokesman Hong Lei told reporters.
‘We strongly urge the U.S. and the
Republic of Korea to halt the deployment
process,’ he said, adding that Beijing
‘has launched solemn representations
with their ambassadors,’ without giving
any more details.
The move would not aid the
‘denuclearization’ of the Korean
peninsula, he added…” (God will
See Kings of the East on Page 4
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intervene for South Korea where
Christ and Christianity rules. God
speaks: “A fire devoureth before them;
and behind them a flame burneth: the
land is as the garden of Eden before

them, and behind them a desolate
wilderness; yea, and nothing shall
escape them… And I will shew wonders
in the heavens and in the earth, blood,
and fire, and pillars of smoke. The

sun shall be turned into darkness, and

50 killed in shooting at
Florida nightclub in possible
act of Islamic terror

ISIS praises Mateen as ‘Lion
of Caliphate,’ urges attacks
at theaters, hospitals,
amusement parks

‘Truthful to his Lord’:
Islamic State American
praises Orlando jihadi
Mateen in video

the moon into blood, before the great
and terrible day of the Lord come”
– Joel 2:3; 30 & 31.)

HOMELAND INSECURITY
June 12, 2016 -- FoxNews.com
reports: “A gunman who may have
pledged allegiance to ISIS opened fire
early Sunday morning in a packed
Orlando nightclub, killing 50 people and
wounding at least 53 more in a bloody
scene that ended hours later when police
stormed the building and killed the
shooter.
ISIS claimed responsibility for the
attack Sunday afternoon via its Amaq
news agency, Reuters reported. It was
not clear, however, if the shooting was
actually directed by the terror group or
only inspired by it.
The attack in Orlando at Pulse,
which bills itself as ‘the hottest gay bar’
in the city and was packed with more
than 300 people for ‘Latin Night,’ was
reported minutes after 2 a.m. Sunday. In
addition to those killed inside the club,
at least 53 people were taken to area
hospitals…” (Shariah Law practiced
by Islam has four rules for killing.
1. Daug ht er s who com m it
premarital sex.
2. Homosexuals – the above
nightclub was a gay bar.
3. Apostates – their own Muslim
people who say a word against
Allah, Muhammad, or the
Quran.
4. Infidels – all Jews, Christians,
and non-Muslim’s
300 million have been slaughtered
by Muslims from 800 AD to 2016.  See
the next report.)

June 15, 2016 -- PjMedia.com
reports: “An ISIS-affiliated media group
issued new statements today praising
Orlando nightclub shooter Omar Mateen
as a ‘lion of the caliphate’ and a ‘hero’
for slaughtering 49 ‘infidels’ — and
calling on other lone jihadis to follow
his example…
The Al-Battar Media Foundation,
which previously posted an ISIS claim
for the November attack on a Jordanian
police training facility in which two
Americans were among the dead and
released a March video celebrating
the Brussels attacks while urging
more attacks in Europe, released a few
separate statements on Orlando a few
hours after Obama spoke. Al-Battar is
reportedly the media operation of elite
ISIS Libyan unit Kalibat al-Battar alLibi, which is led by a Tunisian terrorist
who may at one point have been held
by the U.S.
The first statement today featured
a selfie of Mateen, who was credited
with killing ‘gay crusader infidels in the
city of Orlando, America’ and putting
‘horror, fear and heartbreak’ in ‘the
hearts of the infidels’ during the ‘great
blessed battle successfully carried out
by one Muslim man.’…” (These vicious
religious killers are doing away with
the murder of one person at a time.
Presently they are seeking the deaths
of hundreds at a time. So they go
where crowds of victims can be found.
The above headline and the following
report proves what I am saying. Their
hatred of homosexuals controls the
many ways of death they employ. See
the next two reports.)
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June 21, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “An official propaganda arm
of the Islamic State has released a
video praising Omar Mateen, the jihadi
responsible for last week’s massacre at a
gay club in Orlando, Florida. The video
features the English-speaking jihadi
Abu Isma’il al-Amriki asserting that
the United States is ‘at war with Allah.’
The video, released over the
weekend, bears the title ‘You are Not
Held Responsible Except for Yourself’
and features a number of international
jihadis: al-Amriki being the first to
speak, followed by a jihadi identified
as an Indonesian national and a French
jihadi praising Larossi Abballa, who
stabbed a French police official and his
wife to death while shouting ‘Allahu
akbar’ last week.
Al-Amriki’s message is a warning
that Omar Mateen is only the latest in a
string of terror operatives soon to strike
in the United States. ‘Omar Mateen…
was one of the few who was truthful to
his Lord,’ al-Amriki says in the video.
‘It is through his hand that Allah has
punished his enemies.’ The jihadi vows
that Muslims ‘will take revenge for
every single brother and sister killed by
the crusaders,’ a term the Islamic State
applies loosely to modern Christian
nations…”

‘Orlando will be repeated,’
and ‘no place is safe,’ former
ISIS captive warns Congress
June 23, 2016 -- ABC News reports:
“‘No place is safe for anyone.’
That’s the chilling assessment
See Homeland Insecurity on Page 5
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a former ISIS captive has given U.S.
lawmakers, recounting her harrowing
t ale of livi ng i n the g r ip of a n
international terrorist organization.
‘Orlando will be repeated if
the world doesn’t put an end to such
terrorism. There is no sanctuary,’ human
rights activist Nadia Murad told the
Senate Homeland Security Committee
at the start of a hearing Tuesday.
The committee held the hearing
to gain insight into what committee
Chairman Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Wis.,
called the ‘poisonous ideology’ of ISIS
and ‘how it results in the slaughter
of innocents,’ such as at the Pulse
nightclub in Orlando, where an ISISinspired gunman killed 49 people and
wounded scores more…”

ISIS video threatens San
Francisco, shows Golden
Gate and skyscraper
June 27, 2016 -- PJMedia.com
reports: “A new video released by ISIS
today that heavily praised Orlando
nightclub shooter Omar Mateen also
made specific threats against San
Francisco and Las Vegas.
The video, released by ISIS in
Mosul, rolls images of Mateen and news
footage of the Pulse attack on June 12.
Only footage of aspirational attack
locations in the United States is shown.
Shaky handheld camera footage
of the Golden Gate Bridge is shown,
appearing as if it was taken with a

cell phone camera along the bridge’s
pedestrian walkway. The camera shot
pans up to one of the supports of the
suspension bridge before focusing on
the cars driving past.
Video of the Las Vegas strip at night
is shown; it appears to be the pedestrian
bridge at the Bellagio, perhaps shot
from the pedestrian bridge at Caesars
Palace…” (The word ‘aspirational’
means a strong desire to commit
something high and great.  Muslims
hate gays and teach their religious
partners to try to drop gays from
mountains or skyscrapers to scare
them drastically as they plunge to
the earth and their deaths. What
wickedness these human monsters
commit. Their hypocrisy is noted
in the Islamic religion as only their
righteous and holy men and martyrs
receive 72 virgins for unlimited sex
if they kill gays, Jews, or Christians
or any non-Muslim.   Hell won’t
be punishment enough for these
hypocritical murderers.)

July 7, 2016 -- Israel National News
reports: “ISIS has released a ‘kill list’
naming over 1,700 targets in the U.S. for
attack, the International Business Times
reported Wednesday, with the choice of
target exhibiting the murderous terror
group’s anti-Semitic tendencies.
T he t argets are i ndividuals,

specifically people with memberships
in synagogues of churches, according
to the report.
The list was f irst discovered
by intelligence analyst group SITE,
after having been released online by
the ‘United Cyber Caliphate’, ISIS’s
computer hacking arm. The directives
accompanying the list reportedly call
for ISIS sympathizers to carry out more
‘lone wolf’ attacks of the type seen
in the nightclub shooting in Orlando,
urging potential terrorists to find the
people on the list and: ‘kill them’, or
‘slay them.’
While some have dismissed the
list as a meaningless internet post, law
enforcement officials in the United
States have begun to take these threats
more seriously. Nashville news station
WSMV reports that FBI agents are
warning people in the area of their
inclusion…” (God loves His chosen
people – Psalm 122:6. Another Hitler
is on the horizon, the kill lists are
already printed, Islamic terrorists
are coming to find and kill Jews.
Such Muslims will face the God of
Christianity and pay for their hateful
murderous ways. God’s Word states:
“…the fearful, and unbelieving, and
the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and
idolaters, and all liars, shall have their
part in the lake which burneth with fire
and brimstone: which is the second
death.” – Revelation 21:8.)

In their faith-based attack, the
Islamist terrorists freed all the people
who identified as Muslim and could
prove it by reciting the Qur’an, while
hacking to death the infidels present
with machetes. Among the dead from
Friday’s attack were nine Italians,
seven Japanese, two Bangladeshis, one
American and one Indian.
Just before Ramadan began, the

Islamic State summoned Muslims to
carry out terror attacks during what
a group spokesman vowed would be
‘the month of conquest and jihad.’…”
(Ramadan, the holiest time in Islam
is a time to kill for Allah. When they
slaughter and behead thousands of
Jews, Christians, and non-Muslims
for their god, they are awarded a
total of 72 buxom, sex laden Muslim

ISIS ‘kill lists’ target
U.S. synagogues

THE RELIGION
OF PEACE?

Ramadan: A time to
kill for Allah

July 4, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “Last Friday’s jihadist assault
on a Bangladeshi bakery resulting in
the brutal deaths of at least 20 hostages
and two police officers is the latest in a
spate of lethal attacks commemorating
the month-long Islamic holy season of
Ramadan.
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women for all the sex they want in a
Muslim heaven.  But our God does
not work that way: “Know ye not
that the unrighteous shall not inherit
the kingdom of God? Be not deceived:
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers
of themselves with mankind, Nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards,
nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall
inherit the kingdom of God” –
I Corinthians 6:9, 10. The next report
tells of 125 holy week practitioners
who are dead because the holy and
righteous of Islam did their duty for
Allah. See the next report.)

Iraq violence: IS bombing
kills 125 Ramadan
shoppers in Baghdad
July 3, 2016 -- BBC News reports:
“At least 125 people have been killed
and about 150 injured in an explosion
claimed by the so-called Islamic State
group in Baghdad, Iraqi police say.
A car bomb exploded on a busy
street in the Karrada district late on
Saturday.
The mainly Shia area was busy with
shoppers late at night because it is the
holy month of Ramadan.
Iraqi PM Haider al-Abadi was met
by angry crowds while visiting the scene
on Sunday. He later declared three days
of national mourning.
A second bomb also exploded at
about midnight in a predominantly Shia
area north of the capital, killing another
five people.
The bombing in Karrada is the
deadliest in Iraq this year and comes
a week after Iraqi security forces
recaptured the city of Falluja from
Islamic State (IS) militants.
Police said the dead included at least
15 children and six policemen. At least
12 other people were missing, feared
dead.
One senior Iraqi official warned that
the death toll could rise still further…”

Turkish authorities: ISIS
behind Istanbul airport attack
June 29, 2016 -- Israel National
News reports: “Turkish officials say they
believe that the ISIS terrorist group was
behind the attack at Ataturk Airport,
which left at least 41 people dead and
scores more injured.
Turkey’s Dogan News Agency cited
police sources as saying: ‘ISIS is behind
the attack’ at Ataturk Airport, although
there has not yet been any official
confirmation.
Turkey’s Prime Minister, Binali
Yildirim, said Tuesday night that so
far all indications point to the Islamic
State (ISIS) group being behind the
attack, adding the attackers arrived at
the airport in a taxi and blew themselves
up after opening fire. 41 people and
three suicide bombers died in the attack
at Istanbul’s Ataturk airport which is
located just outside of Istanbul.
ISIS ha s not yet clai med
responsibility for the attack. However,
yesterday marks exactly two years since
the jihadist group proclaimed its socalled ‘Caliphate’ or Islamic State over
parts of Iraq and Syria under its control,
shortly after the group’s dramatic
capture of Iraq’s second city Mosul…”
(Headline above reports the third
form of killing – the elimination of
Muslim apostates because they think
or believe that the Muslim to be killed
is not true to the Quran, Allah, or
Muhammad.  What a distorted error
in the light of saying Islam is a religion
of peace. See the next three reports.)

Two French police officials
stabbed to death in ‘terrorist
act’ claimed by ISIS
June 14, 2016 -- Haaretz reports:
“A suspected Islamist attacker stabbed
a French police commander to death
outside his home and later killed his
wife, an administrative police official,
in an attack claimed by ISIS and
denounced by the government as ‘an
abject act of terrorism’.
The attacker, a 25-year-old who
went to jail in 2013 for helping Islamist
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militants go to Pakistan and had
been monitored by security services,
repeatedly k nifed Jean-Baptiste
Salvaing, 42, in the stomach late on
Monday.
He then barricaded himself inside
the house in Magnanville, a suburb
some 60 kilometers west of Paris, taking
Jessica Salvaing and the couple’s threeyear-old son hostage. Mrs. Salvaing
was found dead in the house. The boy
was unharmed but in a state of shock,
a French Interior Ministry spokesman
said…”

ISIL boils 7 militants
for desertion
July 4, 2016 -- The Fars News
Agency reports: “‘The ISIL executed
seven of its militants who had f led
Sharqat battlefield in Salahuddin
province by putting them in containers
with boiling water,’ the Arabic-language
media quoted a local source Mosul city
as saying on Monday.
He noted that the seven ISIL
militants were thrown into a big boiling
water pot after their hands and legs were
tied up tightly.
In mid-June, the ISIL terrorist
group executed 19 of its elements on
charges of deserting the battlefield in
al-Shuhada region…”

Medina explosion: Suicide
bombing near Saudi holy site
July 5, 2016 -- BBC News reports:
“A suicide bomber has killed four
security officers and injured five others
near one of Islam’s holiest sites in the
Saudi city of Medina, according to the
interior ministry.
T h e b o mb e r d e t o n a t e d h i s
explosives after being stopped outside
the Prophet’s Mosque, a statement said.
The mosque is the burial place of
the Prophet Muhammad and Medina
the holiest city in Islam after Mecca.
Suicide blasts also struck two other
Saudi cities on Monday.
The fact that an attack happened
in Medina at such a place is likely to
leave Muslims around the world aghast,
See Religion of Peace Continued on Page 7
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BBC World Service’s Middle East editor,
Alan Johnston, says.
Suspicion is likely to fall on socalled Islamic State (IS), he adds…”

Islamic State says Dhaka
café slaughter a glimpse
of what’s coming

July 6, 2016 -- Reuters reports:
“Islamic State has warned of repeated
attacks in Bangladesh and beyond until
rule by sharia, Islamic law, is established,
saying in a video last week’s killing of
20 people in a Dhaka café was merely
a glimpse of what is to come.
Five Bangladesh militants, most
from wealthy, liberal families, stormed
the upmarket restaurant on Friday and
murdered customers, the majority of
them foreigners, from Italy, Japan, India
and the United States, before they were
gunned down.
‘What you witnessed in Bangladesh
… was a glimpse. This will repeat, repeat
and repeat until you lose and we win
and the sharia is established throughout
the world,’ said a man identified as
Bangladeshi f ighter Abu Issa alBengali, in the video monitored by SITE
intelligence site…” (This headline
follows the fourth law of Islam – the
killing of all infidels, meaning all
non-Muslim religionists according
to them. Nothing matters to these
self-proclaimed holy and righteous
men. How wrong they are. It is the
Muslims who will be judged by the
true God for the way they committed
every abominable sin wicked minds
created – “Knowing this, that the
law is not made for a righteous man,
but for the lawless and disobedient,
for the ungodly and for sinners, for
unholy and profane, for murderers
of fathers and murderers of mothers,
for manslayers, For whoremongers,
for them that defile themselves with
mankind, for menstealers, for liars, for
perjured persons, and if there be any
other thing that is contrary to sound
doctrine; According to the glorious
gospel of the blessed God, which was
committed to my trust” I Timothy
1:9-11.)

Muslim in eastern Uganda
burns 9-year-old son for
accepting Christ, sources say

June 28, 2016 -- MorningStarNews.
org reports: “The Muslim father of a
9-year-old boy in eastern Uganda who
put his faith in Christ this month tied his
son to a tree and burned him, sources
said.
Nassif Malagara of the Kakira
Parish area, Kisozi Sub-County, Kamuli
District decided to become a Christian
after a neighbor took him to visit a
church in another village, undisclosed
for security reasons, on June 5.
‘At the end of the service, Nassif
remained behind and then followed
me to the church’s pastry room and
requested that he wanted to receive Jesus
as his personal savior,’ the pastor of the
church told Morning Star News. ‘I was
a bit hesitant, but after his continuous
press, I then prayed with him, and he
left.’
Nassif subsequently declined to
participate in any Muslim activities,
including attending a madrassa (Islamic
school), the pastor said. His father,
36-year-old Abubakar Malagara, and
stepmother, Madina Namwaje, 35,
became furious when they learned he
had converted to Christianity, the pastor
said…” (What brutality by a father
who kills his son for receiving Jesus.
This little boy will be with Jesus
forever, this father will experience
the fires of an eternal hell – just like
the rich man who rejected salvation.
Listen to him as he pays the price
for his sins, we are told that in hell
he lifted up his eyes “…being in
torments, and seeth Abraham afar
off, and Lazarus in his bosom. And
he cried and said, Father Abraham,
have mercy on me, and send Lazarus,
that he may dip the tip of his finger in
water, and cool my tongue; for I am
tormented in this flame. But Abraham
said, Son, remember that thou in thy
lifetime receivedst thy good things,
and likewise Lazarus evil things: but
now he is comforted, and thou art
tormented” Luke 16:23 – 25. See the
next report.)
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Soldiers beheaded, churches
destroyed and constant
fear: Syrian Christian on
life under ISIS in Raqqa

June 29, 2016 -- ChristianToday.
com reports: “A Syrian Christian who
lived in ISIS-stronghold Raqqa has
described the horror of living under
militant rule.
John (name changed for protection),
a student in his early 20s, recalled in an
interview with persecution charity Open
Doors the day that Raqqa was overrun
by Islamic State on January 13, 2014.
‘They were coming from Iraq
with tanks, military vehicles, and
even a big rocket that was at least five
meters in length,’ he said. ‘It was very
intimidating’.
ISIS militants gathered together the
church leaders in Raqqa and gave them
the now infamous ultimatum levelled at
Christians all over its self-proclaimed
caliphate: flee, convert to Islam, or pay
the ‘jizya’ tax for the right to remain
in the city.
At the beginning of 2014 there were
around 1,500 Christian families living
in Raqqa. After ISIS took over, just 50
remained; the rest having chosen to flee.
John’s family, forbidden from
selling or renting their property and
afraid of losing their business, decided
to stay and pay the jizya, which was
initially 54,000 Syrian pounds per man.
Last year, that figure more than tripled.
Paying the tax meant they were free
to live in Raqqa, but life under ISIS
militants was brutal.
‘I saw a lot of cruelties. Every Friday
they execute people. I was there when
they beheaded the first man in public.
The man suffered, they couldn’t behead
him with the first cut. The man suffered
so much they finally killed him with a
gunshot,’ John said…” (The above are
the among worst murderers in history.
Read this article and weep. Thank
God for biblical Christianity which is
truly a religion of peace as proven in
I John 3:16: “Hereby perceive we the
love of God, because he laid down his
life for us: and we ought to lay down
our lives for the brethren”.)

NEWS FROM IRAN
Iranian al-Quds Day
resolution demands
elimination of
‘cancerous’ Israel

July 1, 2016 -- The Times of Israel
reports: “A resolution issued in Iran to
mark Friday’s anti-Israel al-Quds Day
openly calls for the elimination of ‘the
cancerous tumor of Israel,’ and declares
this ‘noble cause’ as the top priority for
the Muslim world.
The text of the resolution was
published by the semi-state Fars News
Agency, which said it was adopted by the
vast numbers of Iranians who took to the
streets across the country on Friday to
demonstrate against Israel and its allies,
including the United States.
‘We Iranians as a united and
integrated nation see liberation of the
Holy Quds (Jerusalem), rescuing the
oppressed and defenseless Palestinian
nation from the dominance of the fake
Zionist regime, and efforts aimed at
eliminating the cancerous tumor of
Israel as the noble cause of the Islamic
Revolution,’ Fars quoted the resolution
as saying. This goal is the ‘first priority
of the Muslim World and the only way
to confront the illegitimate and criminal
Zionist regime,’ the text continued.
The resolution also urged Muslims
worldwide not to allow ‘the enemies of
Islam’ to distract their attention from the
issue of the Holy Quds and Palestine,
Fars said…” (The above headline
is utterly shocking as the Iranian
murderers demand the death of Jews,
God’s chosen people and for which
His love is so great – “The Lord did
not set his love upon you, nor choose
you, because ye were more in number
than any people; for ye were the fewest
of all people: But because the Lord
loved you, and because he would keep

the oath which he had sworn unto your
fathers, hath the Lord brought you out
with a mighty hand, and redeemed you
out of the house of bondmen, from
the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt”
Deuteronomy 7:7,8.)

German intelligence: Iran
seeking illegal nuke,
missile technology
July 8, 2016 -- The Times of Israel
reports: “Iran has been continually
violating the terms of the nuclear
agreement signed last summer with the
world powers, including Germany, and
has been making attempts to acquire
material to further its nuclear ambitions,
a new German intelligence report has
revealed.
The annual report by the Federal
Off ice for the Protection of the
Constitution, the German equivalent
to the FBI, charges that Iran has
been making ‘clandestine’ efforts
to seek equipment and technology,
‘especially goods that can be used in
the field of nuclear technology,’ from
German companies ‘at what is, even by
international standards, a quantitatively
high level.’
The report stated that Iran made at
least nine attempts to acquire technology
that could be used for nuclear arms
development, according to an i24 News
report in Israel that cited Germany’s
Tagesspiegel daily. The majority of
the attempts were thwarted by the
intelligence agency in cooperation with
the German companies.
‘It is safe to expect that Iran will
continue its intensive procurement
activities in Germany using clandestine
methods to achieve its objectives,’ the
report read…” (The bloody Jew hating
and Christian loathing Iranians will
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soon meet God Almighty, their Judge,
and experience eternal damnation –
Matthew 23:15 & 23.)

Former Iranian president
Ahmadinejad to run in
2017 presidential election
June 29, 2016 -- Haaretz reports:
“Former Iranian president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad has announced that he
will run in the spring 2017 presidential
election, Shargh daily reported on
Tuesday.
The former speaker for Ahmadinejad’s
government, Gholam-Hossein Elham,
informed the board responsible for the
election of Ahmadinejad’s intention to
stand, the report said.
Ahmadinejad is expected to launch
his comeback campaign.
He appeared for the first time in
public this year on Monday when he
gave a speech in Narmak mosque in
Tehran, but he neither confirmed nor
denied his comeback plan, despite
enthusiastic calls from his supporters.
The hardline president, who held
office from 2005 to 2013, signaled
his desire to return to politics in April
and attacked current Iranian President
Hassan Rohani as incompetent…”
(Ahmadinejad is the biggest murderer
among today’s Muslims.   If and
when Iran gets the atom bomb either
through creating one, or buying this
deadly weapon from Islamic Pakistan,
this bloody Iranian brute will use it
and bring the most devastating and
atrocious deaths ever administered
in the name of Allah.)

